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Steel Brothers Saga 2018
steel brothers saga books 1 3 include craving
obsession and possession your escape into a
world of dark mysteries spicy romance meet the
steel men talon abused in the worst way as a
child was left a tormented and broken man
jonah failed to protect his brother and now
lives with unbearable guilt ryan is handsome
and creative on the outside but the victim of
a decades old secret he doesn t even know he s
hiding and their women jade seeks refuge at
her best friend s ranch to escape the
humiliation of being left at the altar melanie
is a beautiful and brilliant psychiatrist but
is shattered over a patient s suicide ruby is
a strong police detective determined to bring
the most heinous criminal she knows her own
father to justice how these six flawed and
lovable characters cross paths is the basis of
this raw and addictive 1 new york times
bestselling author meredith wild series by 1
new york times bestselling author helen hardt
the chemistry is explosive rt book reviews and
danger lurks around every corner as the steels
race to solve the mystery of talon s past the
nine book series offers relentless action
heart stopping twists and hard core romance
under the pages each book unfolds leaving
readers feeling immensely satisfied pretty
little books blog hardt has crafted a
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heartbreakingly beautiful series bookalicious
babes blog

Steel Brothers Saga 2018-08-03
steel brothers saga books 4 6 include melt
burn and surrender your escape into a world of
dark mysteries spicy romance meet the steel
men talon abused in the worst way as a child
was left a tormented and broken man jonah
failed to protect his brother and now lives
with unbearable guilt ryan is handsome and
creative on the outside but the victim of a
decades old secret he doesn t even know he s
hiding and their women jade seeks refuge at
her best friend s ranch to escape the
humiliation of being left at the altar melanie
is a beautiful and brilliant psychiatrist but
is shattered over a patient s suicide ruby is
a strong police detective determined to bring
the most heinous criminal she knows her own
father to justice how these six flawed and
lovable characters cross paths is the basis of
this raw and addictive 1 new york times
bestselling author meredith wild series by 1
new york times bestselling author helen hardt
the chemistry is explosive rt book reviews and
danger lurks around every corner as the steels
race to solve the mystery of talon s past the
nine book series offers relentless action
heart stopping twists and hard core romance
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under the pages each book unfolds leaving
readers feeling immensely satisfied pretty
little books blog hardt has crafted a
heartbreakingly beautiful series bookalicious
babes blog

Descent 2020-10-20
the end to his story has already been written
brad steel made a promise to his wife and
children to create a legacy born from his love
for them and his desire to protect them from
harm it was a worthy ambition but along the
way something went terribly wrong daphne steel
loves her husband beyond measure and will
stand by him no matter what even when it s
more than she can deal with she escapes when
she must still always putting brad and their
children first mysteries deepen secrets are
unveiled and brad vows to continue to protect
his family at all costs but is the price too
high the lies and misdeeds get easier and
easier until he descends to a place he swore
he d never go there s no turning back though
and his actions have consequences for those he
did everything to protect

Craving 2016-05-03
your escape into a world of dark mysteries
spicy romance a jilted bride a broken man a
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craving that can t be denied after being left
at the altar jade roberts seeks solace at her
best friend s ranch on the colorado western
slope her humiliation still ripe she doesn t
expect to be attracted to her friend s
reticent brother but when the gorgeous cowboy
kisses her all bets are off talon steel is
broken having never fully healed from a
horrific childhood trauma he simply exists
taking from women what is offered and giving
nothing in return until jade roberts catapults
into his life she is beautiful sweet and
giving and his desire for her becomes a
craving he fears he ll never be able to
satisfy passion sizzles between the two lovers
but long buried secrets haunt them both and
may eventually tear them apart

Descent 2020-10-20
the next installment in the steel brothers
saga

Breathless: Steel Brothers
Saga #10 2019-06-25
your escape into a world of dark mysteries
spicy romance marjorie steel is still healing
from the events of the past year and she s
happy to put her plans to study culinary arts
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on hold to help her best friend deal with a
difficult pregnancy and two recently adopted
troubled boys the fact that bryce simpson
spends a lot of time at the steel ranch is a
benefit and she s ready to see if her
attraction to him might be something more
bryce wants to do a hard day s work on the
ranch once his muscles give out and he
collapses from exhaustion maybe he ll stop
torturing himself over his late father s
horrific double life the steels have a
different idea they ask bryce to take an
executive position complete with a profit
share as he has a young son and widowed mother
to support it s an offer he can t refuse the
only catch is marjorie she s beautiful smart
feisty and her kisses set him on fire but he s
an empty shell with nothing to offer her and
she deserves the world as the sins of his
father continue to haunt him bryce learns the
horrors of the past may not yet be buried

Scorch 2022-12-27
she s chasing a new passion he s digging up
old secrets after nearly losing her father to
a heart attack rory pike realizes life is
fragile so once her dad is on the mend she
jumps at the chance to live out her dreams she
joins her brother s rock band on a mini tour
and while fronting them may not be her passion
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at least she ll be singing and it ll help keep
her from worrying about her boyfriend s
mysterious investigations in wyoming brock
steel hates being away from rory but he has no
choice felonies heinous felonies have been
committed on steel land and he vows that his
family won t go down for someone else s crimes
brock solves bits and pieces of the cryptic
series of events but many of his questions
remain unanswered the steel family is under
attack by an invisible enemy and brock will do
anything to protect his family and fight for a
future with rory

Insatiable: Steel Brothers
Saga #12 2020-01-28
perhaps some memories are better left buried
marjorie steel and bryce simpson have finally
declared their love for each other but their
chance for happiness is once again yanked out
from under them as marjorie is forced to
confront her demons and find an inner strength
to save herself and another bryce rushes to
solve the puzzles his dead father left behind
an ominous lawyer twins with a secret and a
premature birth present new obstacles as the
two lovers scramble to escape the conundrum
and leave their families in peace all while
their desire for each other becomes more and
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more insatiable when an unexpected figure from
the past emerges leaving them both
thunderstruck the mystery deepens even further
it s a race for healing it s a race for love
and marjorie and bryce are determined to have
their happy ending

Steel Brothers Saga 2018-08-03
steel brothers saga books 7 9 include
shattered twisted and unraveled your escape
into a world of dark mysteries spicy romance
meet the steel men talon abused in the worst
way as a child was left a tormented and broken
man jonah failed to protect his brother and
now lives with unbearable guilt ryan is
handsome and creative on the outside but the
victim of a decades old secret he doesn t even
know he s hiding and their women jade seeks
refuge at her best friend s ranch to escape
the humiliation of being left at the altar
melanie is a beautiful and brilliant
psychiatrist but is shattered over a patient s
suicide ruby is a strong police detective
determined to bring the most heinous criminal
she knows her own father to justice how these
six flawed and lovable characters cross paths
is the basis of this raw and addictive 1 new
york times bestselling author meredith wild
series by 1 new york times bestselling author
helen hardt the chemistry is explosive rt book
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reviews and danger lurks around every corner
as the steels race to solve the mystery of
talon s past the nine book series offers
relentless action heart stopping twists and
hard core romance under the pages each book
unfolds leaving readers feeling immensely
satisfied pretty little books blog hardt has
crafted a heartbreakingly beautiful series
bookalicious babes blog

Smolder 2022-06-28
are you missing the steel brothers are you
yearning for more welcome to the next
generation join the grown children of jonah
talon ryan and marjorie for new adventures
mysteries and heart pounding passion the
action drama and secrecy continue with smolder
coming june 28 2022

Melt 2016-12-20
your escape into a world of dark mysteries
spicy romance jonah steel is intelligent rich
and hard working as the oldest of his siblings
he was charged by his father to protect them
he failed in the worst way dr melanie
carmichael has her own baggage although the
renowned therapist was able to help jonah s
brother she is struggling with feelings of
inadequacy when the oldest steel walks into
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her office seeking solace she can t turn her
back as melanie and jonah attempt to work
through their issues together desperately
trying to ignore the desire brewing between
them ghosts from both their pasts surface and
danger draws near

Harmony 2024-03-26
are you missing the steel brothers are you
yearning for more welcome to the next
generation join the grown children of jonah
talon ryan and marjorie for new adventures
mysteries and heart pounding passion the
action drama and secrecy continue march 26
2024

Surrender 2017-05-16
bryce simpson did the only thing he could he
spurned marjorie steel even though he ll be
living on her ranch he is determined to stay
away from her she s worthy of more than he can
even think about giving especially now that
long buried memories are surfacing and he s
learning that his father s sins may go even
deeper than he imagined bryce s rejection
destroys marjorie and she descends to a dark
place she thought she d abandoned forever she
emerges stronger though and is determined not
to let heartbreak rule her life change is the
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answer she s sure so she makes plans plans
that include a handsome personal trainer she
meets at the gym when bryce and marjorie are
thrown together though their ravenous hunger
for each other takes over leaving both of them
more vulnerable than they realize

Ravenous: (steel Brothers Saga
Book 11) 2019-10-29
your escape into a world of dark mysteries
spicy romance ryan steel and ruby lee are in
love but before they can move forward with a
life together they re determined to bring
resolution to the many unanswered questions
they still face to complicate matters new
threats arise with the arrival of two
startling figures from their pasts as they
race against time to find answers unexpected
forces pull them apart ryan s brothers talon
and jonah rally to help wanting to end the
struggle and finally bring the last
perpetrators to justice but another riddle
surfaces deepening the rift between ruby and
ryan will they salvage their relationship and
finally unravel the mysteries surrounding them

Unraveled 2018-02-13
jade roberts est amoureuse de tallon steel
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mais elle n est plus la bienvenue chez lui
même si elle se résoud à déménager elle se
languit toujours de la passion torride qu ils
partageaient et lorsque son patron lui demande
d enquêter sur les steel elle est bien trop
heureuse de sauter sur l occasion tallon et
ses frères cachent un secret que jade est bien
décidée à découvrir dès la seconde où tallon a
posé les yeux sur jade il a eu envie d elle l
a désirée à en crever et cette attraction
magnétique est devenue son obsession il sait
que cette femme merveilleuse mérite mieux que
son âme torturée mais il est incapable de s
éloigner d elle et finit par lui avouer son
amour pourtant s il veut un futur avec jade il
doit combattre ses démons et faire la paix
avec les abominations de son passé mais tandis
que tallon débute son voyage vers la guérison
jade déterre de troublants secrets

Obsession 2020-09-10
he ll keep his commitments no matter what brad
steel is in love daphne wade is more than just
his wife to be and the mother of his unborn
child she s his destiny fate brought them
together and he vows to protect her his
determination doesn t waver when he learns a
secret about his bride a secret she herself
doesn t know for the first time in a while
everything seems to be in sync for daphne she
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has loving parents good friends a man who
adores her a beautiful child growing inside
her and freedom from her anxiety and
depression but is it an illusion when brad is
thrown into his family business sooner than he
anticipates he must divide his time among
growing his legacy keeping secrets and solving
unforeseen crimes he ll do anything to ensure
daphne s safety and sanity anything no matter
the cost

Legacy 2020-06-30
he doesn t know how much he s cherished dale
steel has fallen in love with his intern
ashley white she s vibrant intelligent and
full of life despite a past that was far from
perfect she s everything he s not which is why
he s determined to keep her at arm s length
the emotions she s awakened in him have
stirred something dark that he s kept buried
for years and a relationship with him would
only destroy her ashley has other ideas she
adores dale and more than anything she wants
him to understand he deserves her love as they
work together side by side their passion grows
and dale finally agrees to a trial run at a
relationship but a secret from his newfound
birth father and an act of god throw a wrench
into his world once again threatening not only
his relationship with ashley but everything
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else he holds dear as well

Cherished 2021-03-23
your escape into a world of dark mysteries
spicy romance jade roberts s love for talon
steel is the real deal and she s more
determined than ever to help him come to grips
with whatever is haunting him to that end she
continues her investigation of the steels and
unknowingly attracts some dangerous foes from
their shrouded history talon loves jade deeply
and longs to possess her forever so he faces
his worst fears and exposes his rawest wounds
in an attempt to heal the road is icy and
treacherous but if he perseveres and comes out
whole on the other side he ll finally be
worthy of jade s love the untamed passion
between the two still blazes but as the
horrors of talon s past resurface jade and
talon aren t safe

Possession 2016-09-27
she s his sweet sin ex convict falcon bellamy
served eight years for a crime he didn t
commit once he was free he wasted no time
hopping into bed with his parole officer she
was the salve he needed to soothe the demons
from his incarceration and the worry for his
sister who s fighting a life threatening
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disease but sweet savannah gallo has her own
demons a member of a notorious crime family
that robbed her of both her brothers savannah
tried to leave her past behind but a rival
organization wants her and they ll stop at
nothing savannah knows how to fight back but
she has an achilles heel and she s determined
to save him from another prison sentence
falcon is no stranger to sacrifice he will
savannah out of harm s way and he ll plow
through anyone who tries to stop him

Sweet Sin 2023-08-22
his voice enthralls her her vibrancy awakens
him ashley white can t wait to begin her
internship at steel vineyards as an oenology
doctoral candidate she knows all the theory
but lacks practice working under renowned
winemaker ryan steel and his equally talented
nephew dale is an opportunity she can t refuse
dale steel is a loner despite his huge family
full of uncles aunts and cousins he s more at
home in his vineyards where he finds something
that comes close to the tranquility he craves
he ll never find true peace and he s accepted
his fate until his new intern shows up and
turns the only world he knows upside down
ashley awakens emotions in dale that he never
dreamed possible and though he resents her
intrusion into his life he can t deny the
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sparks that blaze between them still he must
remain distant to succumb to his growing
feelings would provoke something else entirely
the darkness he keeps hidden even from himself

Awakened 2020-12-29
he ll do anything for his family donovan donny
steel is on a partnership track with a major
denver law firm he loves his city career and
his luxurious downtown loft and life is going
just how he planned it until his mother the
city attorney for his hometown of snow creek
colorado asks him to move back and work for
her when her assistant retires mom asks donny
goes because he ll do anything for the family
who took him in twenty five years ago the fact
that he can pick up where he left off with
gorgeous callie pike is simply a fringe
benefit caroline callie pike was looking
forward to finally beginning law school at age
twenty six but the western slope fire that
destroyed most of her family s vineyards put
that plan on hold at least she has donny steel
s return to look forward to after she spent an
evening with him at a recent party he hasn t
strayed far from her mind when donny and
callie meet again sparks do more than fly they
shoot like rockets to the stars but their
chemistry can t protect them from the emerging
mysteries regarding the steel family s past or
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the secret callie is keeping as well

Shattered 2017-08-29
bradford steel never believed in fate until he
met the girl of his dreams as sole heir to the
steel ranch and fortune brad knows what his
future holds he ll marry and have children but
he s not cut out for love fate has other plans
though when he meets college freshman daphne
wade an innocent and beautiful young woman who
loves sunrises animals and the color yellow
daphne is on her own for the first time and
she vows to make the most of every minute
never again will she fall victim to the
anxiety and depression that plagued her
through high school instead she ll treasure
the joy in even the most mundane and live her
life to its fullest when handsome senior brad
steel shows an interest in her she gathers her
courage and dives in their relationship moves
more quickly than either of them expect and
before long fate blooms into love brad is
determined to eliminate all the obstacles in
their way and protect daphne it s a promise he
ll ultimately keep no matter the cost

Spark 2021-09-28
marjorie steel sister of talon jonah and ryan
takes center stage in breathless the highly
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anticipated next installment of the steel
brothers saga 1 new york times 1 usa today and
1 wall street journal bestselling author helen
hardt has captivated readers with the twists
and turns of the steels and marjorie s story
promises to deliver even more heat and
surprises publisher s description

Fate 2020-03-31
are you missing the steel brothers are you
yearning for more welcome to the next
generation join the grown children of jonah
talon ryan and marjorie for new adventures
mysteries and heart pounding passion the
action drama and secrecy continue with scorch
coming march 28 2023

Breathless 2019-06-25
they re in love and in danger donny steel
lives a charmed life he s a successful
attorney in love with the woman of his dreams
and a member of the steel family but while
snow creek s golden family seems perfect on
the outside how many skeletons lurk in the
steel closet each day donny finds more and
more evidence of foul play while dredging up
his own past something better left forgotten
callie pike never imagined donny steel could
fall in love with her and she desperately
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wants to revel in their blazing passion if
only her own past hadn t returned to torment
her why now what does it all mean is it
somehow related to the attempt on talon steel
s life or the fire that destroyed her family s
livelihood as scattered pieces of evidence
crop up in unlikely places donny and callie
work to find the common thread to pull
everything together but someone clearly wants
to destroy them and laws ethics and locked
doors don t seem to be standing in the way

Chance 2023-03-28
are you missing the steel brothers are you
yearning for more welcome to the next
generation join the grown children of jonah
talon ryan and marjorie for new adventures
mysteries and heart pounding passion the
action drama and secrecy continue june 27 2023

Blaze 2022-02-22
are you missing the steel brothers are you
yearning for more welcome to the next
generation join the grown children of jonah
talon ryan and marjorie for new adventures
mysteries and heart pounding passion the
action drama and secrecy continue with flare
coming september 27 2022
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Fortune 2023-06-27
her past is coming back to haunt her his
present is haunting him callie pike always
considered herself the plain sister stuck in
the middle between beautiful rory and
vivacious maddie so she still can t believe
gorgeous perennial bachelor donny steel has
fallen in love with her she should be the
happiest woman on the planet and she is but
her nemesis from ten years ago seems intent on
destroying her newfound bliss donny steel will
do anything to protect his family even
sacrifice his ethics and his own happiness as
much as he loves callie he knows he can t be
the man she deserves not until he solves the
mysteries of his family s past and finds out
who shot his father though the two erupt in
flames whenever they re together the secrets
they both harbor could destroy any chance for
a future together

Flare 2022-09-27
your escape into a world of dark mysteries
spicy romance ryan steel his world recently
upended by an earth shattering secret now
faces yet another potential revelation
surrounding the steel family mystery he no
longer fully trusts his siblings or the woman
he loves he s alone alone and terrified and
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immersed in a conundrum that becomes more
twisted each day ruby lee loves ryan and
desperately wants to help him she ll do
whatever she must to see him through this
troubling time but her own shrouded past still
haunts her and she s determined to put an end
to both of their mysteries once and for all
but the more she uncovers the more danger she
s in and she may lose ryan forever

Flame 2021-12-28
ryan steel and ruby lee are in love but before
they can move forward with a life together
they re determined to bring resolution to the
many unanswered questions they still face to
complicate matters new threats arise with the
arrival of two startling figures from their
pasts as they race against time to find
answers unexpected forces pull them apart ryan
s brothers talon and jonah rally to help
wanting to end the struggle and finally bring
the last perpetrators to justice but another
riddle surfaces deepening the rift between
ruby and ryan will they salvage their
relationship and finally unravel the mysteries
surrounding them
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Burn 2017-02-14
ryan steel is known in snow creek as the
handsomest steel brother with the most jovial
personality now that his busy grape harvest
and winemaking season is over he s happy to
spend time with his family and help his
brothers talon and jonah celebrate their
impending nuptials the steels are taking a
well deserved break from the conspiracy
surrounding them until an unlikely woman and a
long buried secret shatter ryan s world
detective ruby lee has been on her own since
she was fifteen when her past collides with
the steel family s mysteries she s determined
to find the truth she has her own issues and
she s not looking for a relationship despite
her all consuming attraction to ryan steel the
gorgeous dark haired man gets under her skin
anyway and he needs her together they explore
both of their histories but those pasts could
cost them a future

Twisted 2017-12-26
when you hit rock bottom there s nowhere to go
dale steel has spent his life running from the
horror of his past so he s completely
unprepared for horror to follow him into the
present but that s exactly what it s done his
only hope is his love for ashley white so he
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grabs hold with both hands determined to
escape his bleak existence ashley is so in
love she can t see straight dale and the
thrall he holds over her has given her a new
outlook on sex and relationships and she s all
in things are finally falling into place but
ashley and dale s troubles are far from over
an untimely death disrupts their hopes at
happiness followed by a phone call that leaves
dale even more grief stricken he must make an
important decision two roads lie in front of
him but only one will free him

Unraveled, Steel Brothers Bk 9
/ 2018-02-13
he ll die without her bookstore owner kristen
ross hides behind her reading glasses in her
small bookstore in colorado the gorgeous
muscled man with the dragon tattoo who stands
at the magazine rack is way out of her league
but still she lusts after him when he comes
into her store every day after centuries of
looking aidan butler has finally found his
fated mate in the shy bookstore owner he knows
that underneath her proper exterior is a fiery
goddess worthy of a highland dragon all he has
to do is complete the bonding process but an
ancient code his estranged half brother and
kristen s biggest fear all stand in his way
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Unraveled 2017

Breathless, A Steel Brothers
Saga Bk 10 / 2021-06-29

Surrender Steel Brothers Bk 6
/ 2022-12-03

Shattered

Freed

Twisted, Steel Brothers Bk 8 /

Loving the Dragon
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